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Abstract
Sickle-cell diseased persons suffer finite pain episodes (luring their lifetime, which are termed
sickle cell crises. Using a sickle cell blood flow model, we mathematically demonstrate that
the onset of a sickle cell crisis is chaotic. We further show that sickle cell crises may be
mitigated by manipulating certain physiological parameters, namely the partial pressure of
oxygen at 50% hemoglobin (p 5 0 %) and the kinetic dissociation rate of hemoglobin (kub)
These physiological parameters control the chaotic nature of sickle cell crises and have the
ability to transfer a person from a crisis state to a non-crisis state. We determine that sickle
cell crises may only be mitigated within a critical time period (0 < t < 2.5hrs) after the
onset of a sickle cell crisis. Based on our analysis, we classify three stages of a sickle cell
crisis as weak chaos, strong chaos, and hyperchaos; which range from light to intense pain.
Drugs may be developed, based on our analysis, to target these physiological parameters
and mitigate sickle cell crises at its onset.
Thesis Supervisor: Wesley Harris
Title: C.S. Draper Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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1 Purpose and Scope of Thesis
1.1.1 Purpose/Scope
The purpose of this investigation is to apply mathematical tools from chaos theory to sickle
cell disease, a biological disorder, in order to extract relevant information about this disease;
which could potentially be used to create novel pharmaceutical treatments for this disorder.
Using mathematical analysis on a sickle cell model, we have classified sickle cell disease as a
chaotic disorder, discovered the biological parameters which govern sickle cell crises, found
the time period in which crises may be halted, and determined the different stages of chaos
in which a sickle cell crisis transitions through.
Background & History of Sickle Cell Disease
Sickle cell disease is a genetic disorder that is caused by abnormal, sickle-shaped red blood
cells. These sickle-shaped red blood cells clog vein capillaries, which in effect prevent the
proper flow of blood and significantly reduce the transport of oxygen from blood cells to the
surrounding plasma and tissue. During a sickle-cell diseased persons lifetime, they endure
periodic pain episodes which are termed sickle cell crises. Sickle cell crises are the physical
manifestations of sickle cell disease, a genetic disorder, and usually last between three and
five days. Sickle cell crises are haphazard in nature, and occur at irregular times during a
sickle-cell diseased persons life. Our goal in this investigation is to use and apply techniques
of chaos theory on sickle cell crises, an irregular and disorderly phenomena of sickle cell
disease, in order to understand and tame its unsystematic nature.
Outline
In this paper, we will do the following: propose a sickle cell blood flow model, a system of
partial differential equations; apply biological approximations/reductions in order to sim-
plify this sickle cell model into its most robust form; nondimensionalze the sickle cell blood
flow model and its respective parameters; use a Galerkin-based analytical solution in order
to transform our sickle cell blood flow model (a system of PDE's) into a sickle cell crisis
model (a system of ODE's); analyze the stability of this ODE system by calculating fixed
points and eigenvalues, which will subsequently allow us to classify sickle cell crises as a
chaotic phenomena; extract the physiological parameters which govern the chaotic nature of
our sickle cell crisis model; determine the time period during which sickle cell crises can be
treated; identify the different temporal regions of a sickle cell crisis; and finally determine
potential drug treatments which could be used for sickle cell crises, based on our analysis.
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2 Mathematical Model of Sickle Cell Disease
There have been many models for sickle cell crises which have aptly described the different
aspects of the rheology, oxygen sequestration, or blood flow processes which occur during
a sickle cell crisis. The Lefloch-Yin model is currently the most accurate model for sickle
cell blood flow and serves as the standard model for sickle cell rheology within the micro-
cirulation [3]. We will use the Lefloch-Yin model as our model for sickle cell blood flow in
the accompanying analysis. This model captures the fluid dynamics, blood cell deformation,
and oxygen transport within the microcirculation The Lefloch-Yin model is an ab-initio,
model which has been derived using the first principles method of Newtonian mechanics.
This blood flow model is a system of three, nonlinear, and highly-coupled partial differential
equations. This PDE model also contains physiological parameters which have been derived
experimentally by Vadapalli, Popel, and Goldman [3]. For this model, the region of interest
is a capillary which is modeled as a cylinder of finite length and radius.
r
Figure 1: Sickle Cell Blood Flow Region
The red blood cells, in the plasma, flow through the capillary. The capillary walls are
assumed to be rigid. The walls of the red cells are assumed to be inelastic but flexible. Both
the plasma flowing between the cells and the fluid inside the cells are incompressible. Sub-
sequently, in our blood flow model we will have no-slip boundary conditions at the capillary
wall.
The Lefloch-Yin model consists of the axisymmetric Navier Stokes Equations which mod-
els blood flow and the Oxygen Transport Equations which models the dynamics of oxygen,
myoglobin, and hemoglobin within a cylinder of finite radius and length. The Le-floch-Yin
model is as follows:
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Sickle Cell Blood Flow Model
Navier Stokes Equation
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3 Simplifying the Sickle Cell Model
Our sickle cell model contains five, highly-coupled partial differential equations that are quite
complex. We can simplify our Sickle Cell Model by combining parts of the Navier Stokes
Equations into one equation, using the fact that some of the physiological parameters in our
model are zero, and rounding other physiological parameters to whole numbers.
3.1 Modified Navier Stokes Equation
We can combine (2.1) and (2.2) into one equation by triple-differentiating each and subtract-
ing one from the other.
Taking y y y (2.1) - A (2.2) yields
[(9 a vr
[az ar azat 
a a a _VZ
arazar at ) + a a(avrazOrz OZ ar
p9 az r 9Z
(i
~rar
r ) + 2 VraZ2 a aa (I aaraOzar r O
( vz + a 2V
ar ) az2 )
Dividing both sides by p and factoring out the time operator 1 of the above equation yields
a (a a 0vr a a- vz
at azOr az Oraz Or )
9v,)
+ VZO a a r _Or OZ r O
I [ a a 1 ( av'r
p Oz Or az r Or r
a 2v r Vr
+ az2 r2)
a a (a (r ) + 2vz
Or z Or r O r J az2
We can now use (3.2) in place of (2.1) and (2.2) in our Sickle Cell Model. Combining these
equations has reduced the number of equations in our model from five to four.
3.2 Modified Oxygen Transport Equations
The Oxygen Transport Equations can be simplified, because some of the physiological param-
eters are zero. The concentration of myoglobin is zero, and the rate of oxygen consumption
is approximately zero within the RBC cytoplasm:
[Mb] = 0 , M :::0
Aplpying these simplifications, then Eq. (2.4) becomes
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We will now use (3.4) in place of (2.4) in our Sickle Cell Model.
3.3 Hill's Coefficient Approximation
Hill's coefficient (TI) describes the cooperative binding between oxygen and hemoglobin.The
exact value of n is 2.2, but we will assume that n is 2 in our calculations:
n ~ 2.
Assuming n = 2 yields the following for (3.4) and (2.5):
OP 9P
- + Vr
at ar
+vz OP = D (. r0P) + zP) kHb [Hb]+ a (s- (1 - ) )( p )2)P03,50%)
(3.5)
(1 a /as\
=DHb ( ra + 2SaZg2 k 
kI1b (S -(1
S(p \2
Hb
We will now use (3.5) and (3.6) in place of (3.4) and (2.5) in our Sickle Cell Model.
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3.4 Simplified Sickle Cell Model
Having used approximations and simplifications in our Sickle Cell Model, we now have a
simplified Sickle Cell Model which consists of (3.2), (2.3) ,(3.5), and (3.6). We also have
reduced the number of equations in our model froim five to four. The simplified Sickle Cell
Model is shown below:
Sickle Cell Model
Navier Stokes Equation
(1 a (rvr)
r Or r r
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02v V
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Or Oz Or
Or z Or Vr Orv
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Continuity Equation
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We will use the simplified Sickle Cell Model above in our ensuing analysis of sickle cell blood
flow. Before analyzing this model using mathematical techniques, we must nondimensionalize
each term and variable.
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4 Nondimensionalization of Sickle Cell Model
In order to nondimensionalize our Sickle Cell Model, we must nondimensionalize our inde-
pendent variables r, z, t and dependent variables vr, vz, P, S. The variable S is already a
dimensionless variable, so it won't be nondimensionalized below.
Let
r z = (4.1)
L Ll (41
LT-1
, ' = L T P
z LT-1
' PC Ss,/= s (4.2)
where
L= 1m T = Is , P = 1Pa.
We can rearrange (4.1) and (4.2) such that
r=r'L , z=z'L
7r= Vr'LT-1
, t= TT
, P= P'P , S= S,
Also from (4.3), we have that
az
a _
at
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dr Or'
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108
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(4.4)
108
- 1a
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4.1 Nondimensionalization of Sickle Cell Model
Now we will proceed in nondimensionalizing each equation of our Sickle Cell Model, by using
the dimensionless variables and dimensionless differential operators above.
4.1.1 Nondimensionalization of Conservation of Momentum Equation
Substituting (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) into (3.7) yields
( 0z' Or' Oz' 0 z a avzOr' Oz' Or', T2L2 0z'0r'0z'
1 0 0 0 ( ,Ovz'
T2 L2 Or'0z' Or' V ,[z' Or' Oz' r' Or' (ODr')
Multiplying both sides of (4.6) by T2 L2 yields
87 O r' Oz'
pT [ a a
pL 2 az' Or' 0 2
0 0 Ov'
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( 0
r' Or' ( r r)+ 
O2 v.2
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r /2)
)'4
, / + V/ v) r Orz' Or'
(01 9
Or' Oz' Or, r' Or'
(, , v'
r Or'( 1 + Oz' J( .9 2 7
(4.7)
The constant I-T is dimensionless and hence (4.7) is the nondimensionalized version of (3.7).
4.1.2 Nondimensionalization of Continuity Equation
Substituting (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) into (3.8) yields
1 1 T r(r'v)+ 1 0 V =0
T r' Or'(rv T az'v' =z
Multiplying both sides of (4.8) by T yields
r' ar'(r'V,. + az'V' = 0H)dzOzf (3 .8
Hence (4.9) is the nondimensionalized version of (3.8)
(4.8)
(4.9)
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4.1.3 Nondimensionalization of Oxygen Transport Equation
Substituting (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) into (3.8)
PC OP' ap (/ ,P'
TO7 T Or' +v
DPc ( 1
= 2 . r r
( ,rOP') kHb [Hb]l+ a (s, (1 - S') ( C P )2\)(P4H,50%
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Now multiplying both sides by T
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(r ,o'\r' ) kHb [Hb]T+ aFPc ( I -(1 , I PcP'PHb .25 0 %)
(4.11)
The constants IT and kHb[Hb]T are dimensionless. Hence (4.11) is the nondimensionalized
version of (3.9).
4.1.4 Nondimensionalization of Hemoglobin Equation
Substituting (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) into (3.10) yields
+ 02),kHb
OZ'2 )-k ( ' - (1 I Hb-P 0 2 5 0% /
(4.12)
Multiplying both sides of (4.12) by T yields
Os' + os' , s'
T V, r, +' z,
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r S'Ir )_O'
02S,
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The constants D bT and kHbT are dimensionless. Hence (4.13) is the nondimensionalized
version of (3.10).
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4.2 Nondimensionalized Sickle Cell Model
Our nondimensionalized Sickle Cell Model consists of (4.7), (4.9), (4.11) and (4.13) which are
shown below:
Sickle Cell Model
Navier Stokes Equation
a ( a aov
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Having nondimensionalized our Sickle Cell Model, we will now proceed to transform this
model. We will now transform our Sickle Cell Model, a PDE system, into an ODE system.
In doing so, it further reduces the complexity of our sickle cell model and allows for a
wider-depth of analysis.
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5 Tranformation of Sickle Cell Model into ODE system
Our goal is to transform our sickle cell blood flow model, a PDE system, into an ODE
system. By transforming our sickle cell model into an ODE system, this allows us to use
techniques from chaos theory to determine its stability. Any result which is proved about
the ODE system also holds true for the PDE system in which it was derived from. In order
to transform our PDE model into an ODE model, we will need to solve for the spatial
component of our PDE model which will yield us a time-based ODE model and a system
of algebraic equations, which are functions of our physiological parameters. In the ensuing
analysis, we will use an analytical solution that is spatially-explicit and temporally-undefined
as a solution for our Sickle Cell Model. We will substitute suchsaid analytical solution into
each equation of our Sickle Cell Model, drop any negligible terms which are very close to
zero, and derive each resulting ODE and algebraic equation relation. Finally, we will group
together each ODE equation to form an ODE system and also group together each algebraic
equation to form an system of algebraic equations.
5.1 Analytical Solution
According to the Galerkin method, we can assume an arbritrary functional form for the
solution (v, v', P', S') of our PDE system, as long as the solution is physical. The Galerkin
solution that we assume is a truncated version of the complete solution. Our Galerkin
solution is temporally implicit with undefined 'Oi(t) 1<i<3 functions and spatially explicit
with polynomial and exponential functions. The constants in our model
kq 1<q<2, ai Oi<3, b O j 6, ck Ok<23, di 0<1<23 (5.1)
are undefined. These constants will be determined later in our analysis. The Galerkin solu-
tion for our PDE system is shown below.
Analytical Solution
/ r 2 3
V, = l(T)ekir'+k2z' r'3  - -0)2 2  (5.2)
o' = g1 (T)ekir'+k2z'r'2 / - L J(r'- b) 2 +41(T) r' -- JJ(r'-be)2  (5.3)
i=1 =
I} kl' k Z 2 _ r 2 32+V j(T)-) 6 )
10 20 L
P= 02()r('+ k l(r' - ci) 2 + 4'2 (T)r' J (r' - ci) 2 + c214'2 (T) + c22 r + C23 +
i=1 2 2 P
(5.4)
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10 20 3
S' = b3 (T)ekrr'+k2z' r 1' (r' r'd+403(T)r W - di)2 + d2b 3(r)+ d22r'3+ d2 + z'
i=1 i=11
(5.5)
5.2 Negligible Terms
Certain terms in our model are negligible or very close to zero. In our analysis, any term of
order r'4 or higher will be assumed negligible. We can assume this because
0 < r' < 10-5
and
0 < r'4 < 10-20 ~ 0.
Also, I will assume that any term proportional to 0 will be neglibile. I will assume this
because
0 < z' < .8
so then
r03z' .8.-10-15 1 -6 00 L =81016 0.
LL3Accordingly, any term smaller than 10-15, of order r'4 or higher, or proportional to will
be assumed negligible in the following transformation.
5.3 Transformation of Conservation of Momentum Equation
We will now proceed in transforming the Conservation of Momentum Equation of our Sickle
Cell Model into an ODE equation by substituting in our Analytical Solution.
Substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (4.14) yields
$1ekjr+k2z (Alir + A 12r 2 + A13r3)
+ 4 12 ekir+k2z (A 21r + A22 r 2 + A 23r3) + 1P 2e2kir+2 k2z (A 32 r2 + A 33 r3)jtT [01ekir+k2z (A41r + A 4 2 r 2 + A4 3r3)] (5.6)
where each Aij 1<ij<4 is a function of the undefined constants (5.1) in our analytical solution.
According to the Galerkin method, we can assume arbritrary relations between the Ajj's of
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our PDE system. Lets set
A1 = A 2, , A 1 = A 4 , A 3 = 0 for 1 < i < 3
so that (5.6) becomes
4 1eklr+k2z (Anir + A12 r 2 + A1 3r3)
+ 'P1 2 eklr+k2z (Air + A 12r2 + Ai 3r3) + 7p e2kir+2k2z (0 - r2 + 0 r3)
,uT
pL 2 Kleklr+k2z (Alir + A 12 r 2 + A1 3r)]
(5.8) can be factored as
V ekir+k2Z (Aur + A 1 2r 2 + Ai 3r3) = 0. (5.9)
This subsequently implies that
+1 V) 2
pL2( ) . (5.10)
(5.10) can then be rewritten as
(5.11)1 = T -V 12
This equation will be used as one equation our ODE system.
5.4 Transformation of Continuity Equation
We will now proceed in transforming the Conservation of Mass Equation of our Sickle Cell
Model into an ODE equation by substituting in our Analytical Solution.
Substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (4.15) yields
'Oleklr+k2z(B12r 2 + B 1 3r3 ) = 0 (5.12)
where Bli 2<i<3 is a function of the undefined constants (5.1) in our analytical solution.
If
V1eklr+k2z(B1 2 r 2 + B1 3r 3) = 0
this implies that
B12 = 0 and B 13 = 0 (5.13)
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(5.7)
pL2)
(5.8)
because 01 = 0 only admits trivial solutions to vr and v,.
5.5 Transformation of Partial Pressure of Oxygen Equation
We will now transform the Partial Pressure of Oxygen Equation of our Sickle Cell Model
into an ODE equation by substituting in our Analytical Solution.
Substituting (5.2), (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) into (4.16) yields
2 (eklr+k2z(C 13 r3) + C10 3r3 + C100)
+ [602 eklr+k2Z(C2 13r3)] +0i (eklr+k2Z(C3 13r3 + C312 r 2 ) + C30 3r 3 + C3 02r2 + C3oir + C300)
= V)2 (eklr+k2z(C41 1r + C412r2 + C413r3 ) + (C4o3 r3 + C402r2 + C4oir + C400))
+ ?2 . (eklr+k2Z(C5 13r3) + C50 3r 3 + C500) + '3 - (eklr+k2Z(C6 13r3) + C60 3 r 3 + C600)
+0 20 3 (ekir+k2z(C 713r3) + C7 03 r3 + C7oo) +7 2 203 (eklr+k2z(Cs13r3) + C80 3r3 + C800
+ C00 3r3 + Cooo (5.14)
where Cijk O<<<12, O<j<1,0<k<3 is a function of the undefined constants (5.1). According to the
Galerkin method, we can assume abritary relations between the Cijk's of our PDE system.
Now if we let ( -3 a Cijk for i = 3, 0 < j < 1, k = {0, 3}
Cijk _ -3 - Cijk for 4 < i < 5, 0 < j < 1, k = {0, 3} (5.15)j di-3 - C1jk for 6 < i < 7, 0 j 1,k = {0,3}
Sai3l1 - Cik for i = 8,0 j < 1,k = {0,13}
and also let
C213 = 0, C312 = 0, C302 = 0, C301 = 0, C412 = 0
C411 = 0, C402 = 0, C401 = 0, C003 = 0, COOO = 0.
Our above equation then becomes
2 - (eklr+k2Z(C 3r3) + C10 3r 3 + C100
+ [iV' 02 ekir+k2Z(0 . r3)] +0i (eklr+k2z(dOC11 3r3 + 0 . r2) + dOC1 03r
3 + 0 . r2 + 0 - r + 5oC1oo
= '02 (eklr+k2Z(0 - r + 0 . r2 - 1C1u3r3 ) + (-&1C0io 3r + 0 - r2 + 0 . r - &1C100))
+ b2 2.(_ ekir+k2z(62Cii 3r 3) - 62C10 3r3 - i 2 C100)+ b3 (ekir+k2z(0ii 3 r3) + i3C10 3r
3 + 3iC100)
+V) 203 ' (eklr+k2Z (&4C11 3 r3 ) + a4C10 3 r3 + &4 C100) + 2 2 0 3. (eklr+k2z(&s5C1 3 r3) + &5C103 r 3 + oC100)
+ 0 - r3 +0 (5.16)
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and after simplification becomes
42. (eklr+k2Z(CIi 3 r3) + C103r3 + C100) + &o01 (eklr+k2z(C 13 r3) + C 103 r 3 + C100)
= - 14, 2 (eklr+k22(Cii 3r3) + C1o3r3 + C 100) - 2V22. (eklr+k2Z(C1 3 r3) + C103r3 + C100)
+ &3 0 3 - (eklr+k2z(Cii 3 r3) + C 103 r3 + C100) + &47P203 - (eklr+k2Z(C 3 Jr3) + C10 3r 3 + C100
+ 5 11 V2 2 '3 - (eklr+k2z(C 3rar3) + C10 3r3 + C100) (5.17)
Now factoring the above equation, we obtain
( 2 + &O7P1 + dI4,2 + &202 2
- V)3 (03 + d44,2 + 5,511 2)) (ckir+k2z(Cu3 r3) + C 103r 3 + C100) = 0 (5.18)
which implies that
V2 + do4 1 + 6102 + a2 2 2 - V)3 (6 3 + &4 02 + 65 1102 2) = 0
The above equation can be rewritten as
2 = -& 0 ?I - (5102 + 2 2 2 ) + 03 (6 3 + &402 + 5511V)2 2) (5.19)
This equation will be used as one ODE equation within our ODE system.
5.6 Transformation of Hemoglobin Equation
We will now transform the Hemoglobin Equation of our Sickle Cell Model into an ODE
equation by substituting in our Analytical Solution.
Substituting (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) into (4.17) yields
6,3 (eklr+k22(D 13 r3) + D1 03 r 3 + Djoo)
+ [V103 eklr+k2(D 2 13 r3) +01-(ekir+k2z(D 3 13 r3 + D3 12 r 2 ) + D 30 3r 3 + D 302 r 2 + D301r + D300
= 02 (eklr+k22(D 4 1r + D412 r2 + D4 13r 3) + (D4 03r3 + D402 r 2 + D401r + D400))
+ 022 (eklr+k2z(Ds13 r3) + D5 0 3r 3 + D5 0 0 ) + 3 (eklr+k2Z(D 6 1 3r3) + D6 0 3 r 3 + D6 0 0)
+ 020-3 (eklr+k2Z(D7 n3r3) + D703r3 + D700) + 02,2 03 - (eklr+k2z(Ds13r3) + D803r3 + Dsoo)
+ D00 3r3 + Dooo (5.20)
where Dijk Osi 8, O<jsi, O<k<3 is a function of the undefined constants (5.1). According to
the Galerkin method, we can assume relations between the Dijk's of our PDE system. Now
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if we let
bi- 3 Djk for 3 < i < 5, 0 < j < 1, k = {0, 3}
Dijk = -b-3Djk for 6 < i < 7, 0 j < 1, k = {0, 3} (5.21)
-bi- 3l2D1jk for i = 8, 0 < j < 1,k = {0,3}
and
D213 = 0, D3 12 = 0, D302 = 0, D301 = 0, D4 12 = 0 (5.22)
D41= 0, D402 = 0, D401 = 0, D003 = 0, Dooo = 0. (5.23)
Our above equation then becomes
6 (eklr+k2z(Dii 3 r3) + D 103 r 3 + Dloo)
+ #19[V)3 ekir+k2z(0 . r3)1 +01.(ekir+k2z(boDu 3 r3 + 0 . r 2 ) + boDi0 o3r 3 + 0 r 2 + 0 - r + boDIoo)
= V)2 (eklr+k2z(0 - r + 0 - r2 + 6 1D 1i3r3 ) + (61Dio 3r3 + 0 - r2 + 0 -r + 61Dioo))
+0 22.(ekir+k2z( 2Du3 r3) + b2D103r 3 + 62Dioo)+'3-(-eklr+k2z(63 Du_3r3) - 6- 3Dioo)
+42 P3- (-eklr+k2z (b4D 13r 3) - 64Dio3r3- 64Dioo) +4'22 I,3- (-ekir+k2z (b5l2 D 3r 3) - b512D103r 3 - b512Dioo)
+0 - r +0 (5.24)
and when simplified yields
- (eklr+k2z(D113r3) + D 1 03 r 3 + Dioo) + o0 b1 - (eklr+k2z(D 3 r3) + D10 3r3 + D1oo)
= 6 102 (eklr+k2z(Dii3 r3) + D 10 3r 3 + Dioo) + b2'022 . (eklr+k2z(Dii3 r3) + D103 r 3 + D100)
- 630 3 (eklr+k2z(D1 13 r3) + D 10 3r3 + Dioo) - 640203 - (eklr+k2z(Du 3 r3) + D 103 r 3 + Dioo)
- 65 1/2 2 2203 - (eklr+k2z(Du 3r3) + D10 3r3 + D1oo)
(5.25)
Now factoring yields
( 3 + 600 1 - 6102 - 62022 + 03(63 + 6402 + 6512 -/22)) klr+k2z(A 13r7r3) + D103 r
3 + Dioo) = 0
which implies that
43 + 60 41 - 6102 - 6202 2 + 03 (63 + 64112 + b512 122) = 0
and which can be rewritten as
63 = -6001 + 611)2 + 62V)2 - 03(b3 + 6412 + 6512 22) (5.26)
The above equation will be used as an ODE equation in our ODE system.
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5.7 ODE System & Algebraic Equation System
Having substituted Analytical Solutions to our Sickle Cell Model, we then obtained three
time-based ordinary differential equations (5.11), (5.19), (5.26) and mutiple Galerkin-based
algebraic equations of the undefined constants (5.7), (5.13), (5.15), (5.21), (5.22). We call
group these ODE equations together to form an ODE system and also group the Galerkin-
based algebraic equations together to form an system of algebraic equations. This system of
ordinary differential equations and system of algebraic equations is shown below:
ODE System
=4 11 -712 (5.27)
dr
=0 -&001 - (d102 + d202 2 + 03(63 + d4V)2 + &51202 2) (5.28)
dT
d 
-= boV) + b1P2 + b202/2 - 1/ 3(b3 + b4?/2 + b513 -22) (5.29)
where
pT k Hb[Hb]PcT k HbPc2T
di O<i<5 E- R ,b Oj5 E R , 11 = L2 = Hb , H 13-2 (5.30) a? <i5 IR b~0 5 1 =pL2  - pO2,Ob P02,50 02,50% 202,50%
Algebraic Equation System
A1, = A2i , A1, = A 4, , Asi = 0 for 1 < i < 3
B 12 = 0 B1 3 = 0
i-3 .C1jk fori=3,0<j<lk={0,3}
Cjk = -3 - Cljk for 4 i <5, 0 j 1,k = {0,3}{ i-3 * C1jk for6<i<7, 0<j<1,k=0,3
ai-3l1 C for i = 8, 0< jI 1,k ={0,3}
C213 = 0, C312 = 0, C302 = 0, C301 = 0, C412 = 0 (5.31)
C411 = 0, C402 = 0, C401 = 0, C003 0, COOO = 0.
bi-3Dljk for3<i<5 0 j 1, k={0,3}
Dik 6= --b-3Dljk for 6 < , < 0 < J 1, k = {0, 3}
-bi- 3 1 2 Dljk for i = 8,0 < -< 1, k = {0,3}
D213= 0, D3 12 = 0, D30 2 = 0, D301 = 0, D4 1 2 = 0
D41 = 0, D 40 2 = 0, D40 i = 0, Do0 3 = 0, Dooo = 0.
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This ODE system (9, d , ) is time-based and autonomous with real-valued coefficientsdi- di- dT)
i i<5, bO Osj 5 and biologically-based coefficients 11,12,13 that are functions of physiologi-
cal parameters. The system of algebraic equations are functions of the undefined constants
(5.1) and coefficients of our ODE model (5.31). This system of algebraic equations is solved
using MATLAB and their respective solution is found in the Appendix.
Our ODE system, which we obtained from our sickle cell blood flow model, is a model for
sickle cell crises. We will now proceed to analyze our ODE, sickle cell crisis model using
techniques from chaos theory. Our goal is to discern whether sickle cell crises are chaotic
and if so, then what are the drivers of its chaotic nature.
6 Chaos in Sickle Cell Model
Our goal is to discern whether sickle cell crises are chaotic and, if so, then to discover which
physiological parameters are the drivers of its chaotic nature. In order to prove that our sickle
cell crisis model is chaotic, we must show that our ODE system satisfies the requirements of
a chaotic system. The requirement for an ODE system to be chaotic is that it must contain
at least one unstable, fixed point. A fixed point is unstable if it contains at least one positive
eigenvalue. Therefore, to prove that our ODE system is chaotic, it suffices in showing that it
contains at least one positive eigenvalue. Chaotic systems, when plotted, show aperiodicity
and sensitivity to initial conditions. We will now proceed to calculate fixed points, compute
eigenvalues, and make graphical plots of our ODE system in order to demonstrate that it is
a chaotic system.
6.1 Fixed Points
In order to calculate the fixed points of our ODE system, we set = 0, d02  0, d 0
which yields
0 = l11 -1
o = -'o?1 - (51'02 + 62 ) + 3- (&3 + &4?/ 2 + a512-b 2 )
0 = - + b192 +2 2 - 03 - (b 3 + b 4 b 2 + b 5 l )
By solving the above system, we obtain all the fixed points of our system. The full list of
real fixed points in numerical form is
(0*, V*, )*) = {(0, 0, 0) , (0, 2.317 - 10-3,.2065) , (0,1.723. 10-, .1859),
(1.88 - 10-, 2.317 - 10-3, 0.2065), (1.88.- 10-6, 1.723 - 10-4, .1859)1
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6.2 Eigenvalues
In order to compute the eigenvalues of every fixed point, we must find the associate stability
matrix of each fixed point. For every fixed point (N1 *, 42*, 43*), we can find the linear
stability matrix by calculating
C2a94)12Lh afi4f 2of3 2LLa0903 )
where
fi= ddt f2 = dt
dt3
,f3 = 
.t
Using the relations (5.27), (5.28), and (5.29) for fi, f2, f3 , our linear stability matrix is
0
-(d 1 + 2ii2O 2 ) + V)3(54 + 2&5 11 0 2 )
01 + 262 '2 - 7P3(64 + 26512'02)
0
-(63 + 64 02 + 65 l1  )
-(6 3 + 64 02 + 65122)
Substituting each fixed point into our linear stability matrix yields a unique set of eigenvalues.
The table below shows each fixed point with its corresponding eigenvalues in our ODE
system:
Fixed Points Eigenvalues
(0,2.3. 10-3, .21), {-.17 + 1.7i, -. 17 - 1.7i, 5.2 - 10-6}
(0,1.7. -- , .19) {.09, -2.3, 5.2 - 10-6}
(5.2 10-6, 2.3 .0- 3 , .21) {-.17 + 1.7i, -. 17 - 1.71, -5.2 106}
(5.2. 10-6, 1.7- 10-4, .19) {.09, -2.3, -5.2. 10-6}
(0,0,0) {-.01, -20.0, 5.2. 10-6}
Table 1: Fixed Point vs. Eigenvalues
In Table 1, three of the five fixed points contain at least one positive eigenvalue. This shows
that our sickle cell crisis model is chaotic, and moreover that the onset of a sickle cell crisis
is a chaotic phenomena. We will now proceed in making various graphical plots of our sickle
cell crisis model.
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(11- fi~-do
-_ 0
(V)1*,02*,*3*)
6.3 Graphical Plots
Our system of ordinary differential equations is a nonlinear, autonomous system of differential
equations in three variables b1, 4'2,03
6.2 x 10-6
5.9 x 10-
5.6 x 10-
W, 5.4 x 10 -6 -- WJ(0) - 4.6 - 10 -6
5.2 x 10-6 - (0) =6.2- 10-6
5. x 10-6-
4.3 x jG-6
4.6 x10'
4. x 106 2. x 106  3. x 10 6 4. x 10 6
Figure 2: 01 vs. T
The graph of 01 vs. t is plotted for two different initial conditions '/1 (0) = 4.6- 10-6 and
4'1 (0) = 6.2 -10-6. This first initial condition increases monotonically until it asymptotically
approaches 5.2e-6. The second initial condition decreases monotonically until it asymptoti-
cally reaclies 5.2e-6. This shows that the function 01 heads asymptotically towards a fixed
point and its functional form is either an increasing or decreasing exponential curve, based on
its initial condition. This graph exhibits no oscillatory behavior or irregular behavior. This
shows that the speed of blood doesn't exhibit much irregularity but changes in a uniform
fashion to a steady state.
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0.0029-
0.0026-
0.0024-
S0.0022 3
0.0020-
0.0018
0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16
(1.5 -10 .I.9-10 ,.202)
1.5- 10-, 1.9. 10-, .206)
-26 -3W5110 . 2.9-10 . .206)
0.210
0.209-
0.207
( .206
00205
01204.
0.203-
010 0 4 6 1 1'- 14 16
- 15 10 1.9 10 ,.202)
- 1510 1.9 10 .206)
10 .-0 . .2061
Figure 3: '02 vs. -r , 'b 3 vs. T
The graphs of 42 vs r and V3 vs t are plotted for three different initial conditions. Each
initial condition has an order of magnitude of le-3 differential from each other. Both graphs
of '2 vs t and 3 vs t show sensitivity to initial conditions. Each initial condition shows
oscillatory behavior which eventually decays asymptotically to a fixed point. The oscilla-
tions in 02 vs t and 0 vs t are aperiodic in nature. Sensitivity to initial conditions and
aperiodicity are common in chaotic systems.
0.10
0.209
0.207
3 0.206
0.205-
0.104-
0.103-
0.202-
0.0018 0.0020 0.0022 0.0024 0.0026
"""1.5 -10~".,1.9 
- W-. .202)
Figure 4: /2 VS. 03
The graph of 02 vs IN is an oscillatory trajectory which settles to a fixed point at the value
of (.00235, .2065). This graph is a homoclinic orbit, which graphically is the connection
between an unstable saddle trajectory and a stable spiral fixed point. Homoclinic orbits are
found in numerous chaotic systems.
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1.5000025 x 10-
1.500005 x 10-
.2025
1.5000075 x 10 - .2050
.2075 W3
0.00175 0.00225 0.00275 .2100
' 2
Figure 5: 01 vs. ?P2 VS. 4'3
The graph of ?Pi vs 'b2 vs /3 is a 3-D plot which shows the complete picture of the chaotic
dynamics of our autonomous ODE system. This graph is a contracting helix curve which
asymptotically approaches a unique fixed point for three different initial conditions. This
plot shows the highly coupled nature of the variables '2, '43 and the decoupled nature of 'I1.
A contracting or expanding helical curve is common in many chaotic systems.
6.4 Demonstration of Chaos
In Section 6.1, we showed that our dynamical system has at least one unstable fixed point
with a positive eigenvalue. In Section 6.2, we showed the various time solutions for 41, /2, and
'43 and their respective individual and combined graphical representations. These graphical
plots exhibited aperiodic behavior and also sensitivity to initial conditions. By the tenets
of chaos theory, we have demonstrated both analytically and graphically that our ODE,
sickle cell crisis model is chaotic. We will now proceed in determining which physiological
parameters controls the chaotic nature of our sickle cell crisis model.
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7 Bifurcation Analysis
The dynamics of our ODE system ( , dO2 , d) is dependent upon the values of the physi-
ological parameters 11, 12, 13 where
kHb[Hb]PcT
,2 = aHb 2
- 2 ,50%
kHbP2Tk H c
133 Hb 2*
P02 ,5 0%
These constants 11,12,13 are functions of the physiological parameters:
L, P, PH2 ,5o%, kHb, a, [Hb].
By changing the values of the physiological parameters above, we will, in effect, change
li, 12 ,1 3 ; which will subsequently change the dynamics of our sickle cell crisis ODE model.
7.1 Bifurcation Plots
In the phase plots below, we varied the values of the physiological parameters in to see how
each constant changed the stabililty of our crisis model.
Parameter Testing of p:
The value of t in a sickle-cell diseased person is 5.89 - 10-3 Pa -s. For all values of Y greater
than zero, our dynamical system is unstable (see Fig. 6a).
p =0 p > 0
tustable region
Figure 6a: p phase plot
Parameter Testing of p:
The value of p in a sickle-cell diseased person is 1125 4m. For all values of p greater than
zero, our dynamical system is unstable (see Fig. 6b).
p=0 p> 0
uiMstable region
Figure 6b: p phase plot
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Parameter Testing of p HbP02,5 0%:
The value of H in a sickle-cell diseased person is 3906.3 Pa. If we decrease the value
of pHb to 90% of its value, our dynamical system shifts from being an unstable system to a
stable system (see Fig. 6c).
-o
tabk
x .9
Uat"Al
Figure 6c: p ,5o% phase plot
Parameter Testing of kHb :
The value of kHb in a sickle-cell diseased person is 44 s-1. If we increase the value of kHb to
1.23 times its value, our dynamical system shifts from being an unstable system to a stable
system (see Fig. 6d).
0 k"" x 1.23
quautable
k4> 0
atalkh.
Figure 6d: kHb phase plot
Parameter Testing of a':
The value of a in a sickle-cell diseased person is 17489 m3 - Pa . For all values of a greater
than zero, our dynamical system is unstable (see Fig. 6e). The value of [Hb] in a sickle-cell
diseased person is 21.099 mol. For all values of [Hb] greater than zero, our dynamical system
is unstable (see Fig. 6f).
unat.ahk region
Figure 6e: a phase plot
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7.2 Critical Physiological Parameters
In the bifurcation analysis, the physiological parameters, pge5o% and k", are the only pa-
rameters which, when varied, shift our dynamical system from an unstable state to a stable
state (and vice-versa). This shows that p s,50% and k"b are the critical parameters which
affect the chaotic nature of our ODE system. When shifting our dynamical system from an
unstable to a stable state, this physiologically corresponds to shifting a person in a state of
sickle cell crisis to a non-crisis state. Drug therapy can be used to manipulate these critical
physiological parameters in order shift the physiological conditions of a sickle-cell diseased
person from a crisis state to a non-crisis state. This would, in effect, mitigate the crisis
outbreak and return the sickle-cell diseased person back to stable physiological conditions.
8 Chaotic Region and Time Periods
Having determined the critical physiological parameters, pi5,,50% and kHb, which govern sickle
cell crises, we will then use these parameters to determine the temporal aspects of sickle cell
crises. Particularly, we will determine the critical time period in which sickle cell crises may
be halted and afterwhich crises may not be halted. We will also, using graphical analysis of
the critical physiological parameters, classify the different stages of a sickle cell crisis.
8.1 Critical Time Period
In the graphs below, 0 2 vs. 7- and 03 vs. r are plotted for slightly different initial conditions.
For each graph, the trajectories for each initial condition are identical for small values and
begin to diverge at the point, r = .1.
1 x 10-U
to-
2x IQ-3
"'""'( 10 0-1 ) -7 - 12,1 .51 10'")"" (1.5t 10-10, )"" ( - ,04 '"" 0 , -0 ) "' 3- ',0 .0 )
Figure 7: 02 vs. -r , '03 vs. -r
This critical point, r = .1, is the value at which sickle cell blood flow changes from stable to
unstable during a sickle cell crisis. Sickle cell crises can be mitigated using drug therapy in
the stable region (0 <; r < .1) and are untreatable in the chaotic region (r > .1). Converting
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from nondimensional time (T) to normal time (t), our
are treatable in the stable time period (0 < t < 2.5hrs)
period (t > 2.5hrs).
I ~p' -
Po s
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Mtl ~kitm
M 
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result implies that sickle cell crises
and untreatable in the chaotic time
SWVou chaos
1'lk ft
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Figure 8: Sickle Cell Crisis Parameter Profile
(p* = 3906.3 Pa, k* = 4 4 s-1)
In the above graph, five regions are identified: stable region (pre-crisis), critical time period
(0 < t < 2.5 hrs), weak chaos (0 < t < 3.7 days), strong chaos (3.7 days < t < 5.5 days),
and hyperchaos (5.5 days < t < 6 days). The onset of a sickle cell crisis begins at the critical
time period. During the critical time period, sickle-cell diseased persons show no physiolog-
ical symptoms. After the critical time period, sickle cell crises transition to a state of weak
chaos, then to strong chaos, and ultimately to hyperchaos, as is seen in Fig. 7. These defined
regions correspond to progressively more painful sickle cell crisis episodes. In a state of weak
chaos, sickle-cell diseased persons experience dehydration and fatigue; during strong chaos,
symptoms of severe pain, ischaemia, and seizures occur; and finally during hyperchaos, organ
failure and possibly death may result.
Clinically, the four stages of a sickle cell crisis are podromal, initial, established, and resolving
[3]. In the podromal phase, a sickle cell crisis begins internally within a person, but he/she
shows little to no external symptoms; during the initial phase, acute physiological symptoms
such as fatigue and dehydration occur; in the established phase, a person experiences severe
pain, seizures, and worsening symptoms; and finally in the re- solving phase, crisis symptoms
will attenuate until a person reaches a steady state similar to his/her pre-crisis level.
The clinically defined stages of podromal, initial, established, and resolving directly parallel
the mathematically defined time regions in Fig. 7 of critical time period, weak chaos, strong
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chaos, and hyperchaos. If a sickle-cell diseased persons symptoms continue to worsen while
in the established phase (strong chaos region), then he/she will enter hyperchaos and possi-
ble death may occur, otherwise a person will enter the resolving phase until a steady state
is reached which is similar to pre-crisis.
During the progression of sickle cell crises, the pg parameter increases sigmoidally while
the kHb parameter decreases exponentially with time. According to Fig. 7, this shows that
sickle cell crises can only occur if the physiological conditions are met in which
P0H,50% > .9p* or k 1. 23k*
where p* = 3906.3(Pa) and k* = 44(s- 1) are the standard values of pg,5o% and kHb for a
sickle-cell diseased person. Changes in these physiological parameters correspondingly cause
changes in the levels of free oxygen (02), hemoglobin (Hb4 ), and oxyhemoglobin (Hb4 0 8 )
within the capillary. The chemical reaction which governs the relationship of these quantities
is
Hb4 +-402 - Hb4O8
As sickle cell crises proceed, the levels of hemoglobin remain constant, the concentration of
free oxygen increases, and the amount of oxyhemoglobin decreases due to the variations in
the critical physiological parameters.
8.2 Potential Drug Therapy
Using the above analysis, novel drugs could potentially be developed to mitigate sickle
cell crises. Suchsaid drugs would need to target the critical physiological parameters, pH 50 %
and kHb, within the microcirculation during the critical time period (0 < t < 2.5 hrs), after
the onset of a sickle cell crisis. Current drug treatments for sickle cell crises are hydroxyurea,
blood transfusions, and bone marrow transplant. Hydroxyurea is an antsickling, antineo-
plastic drug which increases blood flow in the microcirculation; blood transfusions replace
sickled-blood cells with normal-shaped red blood cells; and bone marrow transplants genet-
ically modify fetal hemoglobin to the bone marrow so that properly shaped blood cells are
sequenced at the cellular level. Each of these treatments help to positively modulate the
levels of p Hb and kHb within the microcirculation.
The physical cause of sickle cell crisis is explained by the change of the critical physio-
logical parameters, pgb5 0s and kHb, in the body of the patient over time. Pharmacokinetic
therapy, based on a feedback control system, which affects pgf%0% and kHb can be used to al-
leviate the symptoms of sickle cell crises and relinquish its chaotic nature within a sickle cell
diseased person. Drugs such as erythropoeitin, vasodilators, and anticoagulants are exam-
ples of pharmaceuticals which affect these physiological parameters. Clinical trials involving
the testing of pharmaceuticals within in-vitro models in humans is recommended
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9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have used a novel sickle cell crisis model, which captures the dynamics
of blood flow, oxygen transport, and blood cell deformation within a capillary. We have
demonstrated, both analytically and graphically, that our sickle cell crisis model is chaotic.
We identified the critical physiological parameters, namely p ,5o and k H, which control
the chaos within our system, determined the critical time period (0 < t < 2.5hrs) in which
sickle cell crises can be mitigated, and identified the three stages of a sickle cell crisis-weak
chaos, strong chaos, and hyperchaos.
The goal of applying chaos theory to sickle cell disease is to create novel drug treatments
and also to better understand the internal dynamics of this disease. Better understanding
of sickle cell crises can lead to better prediction and subjugation of crisis outbreaks. Future
research, based on this analysis, should focus on better understanding our time-based model
for sickle cell crises, which is a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The
parameter space of this ODE system should particularly be explored. In this analysis, single
parameter variation was explored, while in future analyses parameter combinations should
be studied to determine if they can modulate chaotic nature of sickle cell crises.
The results of this analysis, particularly that pertaining to the critical physiological param-
eters and critical time period, should be validated against empirical data. The methodology
of current drug treatments for sickle cell crises are consistent with the results found in this
analysis. Further tests should be developed to test the accuracy of the critical physiological
parameters' efficacy in treating sickle cell crises. These investigations could potentially im-
prove upon the framework and pedagogical methods used to study, prevent, and treat sickle
cell crises in the future.
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10 Appendix
10.1 Appendix A - Numerical Constants
Having solved our system of nonlinear algebraic equations using Matlab, we get the following
numerical constants:
Numerical Constants
ki = 1.0108
k2 = 9.851 - 10-13
a, = -. 0362
a2 = -. 0844
a3 = .4725
b1 = -. 0062
b2 = -. 0344
b3 = .0652
b4 = -. 0203
b5 = 29.7800
b6 = 5.55. 103
= .4102
= .2805
= .4103
= .4102
= .4104
= .4103
= 5.3506 - 10-9
d15 = .1852
d16 = .1873
d17 = .1812
dI8 = .1810
dig = 0.1869
d20 = 0.0944
d21 = 9.0537 - 10-11
C22 = -3.4214. 10-17
C23= 94.8451
d22 = 1.3377. 10-20
d23= .1239
r2 = 4.328 - 10-20 for
ki, k2 , a1 , a2 , a3 , bi, b2 ,
the system of
b3 , b4 , b5 , b6 .
relations between the Aijk's and Bigj's which solved for
r2 = 7.81 - 10-15 for the system of relations between the Cijk's and Dijk's which solved
for the ci's and di's for 1 < i < 23.
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Cs =
C9 =
CIO =
Cii =
C1 2 =
C13 =
C14 =
C15
C16
C17
C18
ci
C20
C21
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
di
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7
.4032
.4030
.4032
.4030
.4031
.4031
.4030
.1813
.1885
.1810
.1870
.1879
.1795
.1795
.1057
.4027
.4032
.4101
.4102
.4102
.4103
.1805
.1814
.0467
.1852
.1859
.1824
.1859
d8
dg,
dio
di,
d12
d13
d14
10.2 Appendix B - Physiological Parameter Values
[Mb]= 0 (E)
[Hb]= 21.099
D Mb a26~ = 6 10-11 (2
DHb 1.37810 )
D = 9.47. 10-10(a2)
Mb = 706.6 (Pa)
p se= 3906.3 (Pa)
a - .17489 ( m3a
p = 5.89 -10- 3(Pa - s)
p = 1125 (k)
kHb 44 (s-1)
M =0 ( O)
o= 10- 5 (
n = 2.2
65 = 1010
11 = 4.0808 - 10-9
12 = 2.88. 10-6
10.3 Appendix C - Computer Code
Figure 2 (7 1 vs. 7)
restart; with(DEtools): with(plots):
aO:= le-4: al:= 20: a2:= .62: a3:= .002: a4:= 96: a5:=
a8:= .0012: a9 := .072: bO := le-4: bi := 15: b2 := .002:
11:= 1: 12 := 4.0808e-9: 13 := 2.88e-6:
.032: a6:= 96: a7:= .032:
b3 := .013: b4 := .29: b5 := le1O:
ODEsys := [
diff(x(t), t) = -aO -z(t) - al - x(t) - a2- x(t)2 + y(t) - (a3 + a4 - x(t) + a5 -12 -X(t)2)
diff(y(t), t) = -bO - z(t) + bl - x(t) + b2 . x(t) 2 - y(t) . (b3 + b4 - x(t) - b5 - 13 X (t)2)
diff(z(t), t) = 11 . z(t) - Z(t)2
DEplot(ODEsys, {x(t), y(t), z(t)}, t = 0..4e6, [[x(0) = le-6, y(0) = le-6, z(0) = 4.6e-6], [x(0) =
le-6, y(0) = le-6, z(0) = 6.2e-6]], stepsize = le-15, x = O..O, y = -0..10, z = 0..10,
color = [red, blue]);
Figure 3 ('02 VS. T, '3 VS. T)
restart; with(DEtools): with(plots):
aO:= le-4: al:= 20: a2:= .62: a3:= .002: a4:= 96: a5:= .032: a6:= 96: a7:= .032:
a8:= .0012: a9 := .072: bO := le-4: bi := 15: b2 := .002: b3 := .013: b4 := .29: b5 := le1O:
11:= 1: 12 := 4.0808e-9: 13 := 2.88e-6:
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do =
a, =
&2
a 3 =
a 4 =
20
.62
.002
96
&5
&6
&7
a8
a9
- .032
-96
- .032
- .0012
- .072
60 = 10-4
61 = 15
62 = .002
b = .013
64 = .29
ODEsys := [
diff(x(t), t) = -a0 -z(t) - al -x(t) - a2. x(t)2 + y(t) (a3 + a4. x(t) + a5 .12 . X(t)2),
diff(y(t), t) = -bO - z(t) + bi -x(t) + b2. X(t)2 - y(t) (b3 + b4 -x(t) - b5 .13 . X(t)2),
diff(z(t), t) = 11 . z(t) - Z(t)2
DEplot(ODEsys, {x(t), t}, t=0..16, [[x(0) = 1.9e-3, y(O)= .202, z(0)= 1.5e-6], [x(0) = 1.9e-3,
y(O)= .206, z(0)= 1.5e-6] ,[x(0) = 2.9e-3, y(O)= .202, z(0)= 1.5e-6]], stepsize= le-15,
x = 0..10, y=-O..10, z= 0..10, color = [blue, red, cyan]);
DEplot(ODEsys, {y(t), t}, t=0..16, [[x(0) = 1.9e-3, y(O)= .202, z(0)= 1.5e-6], [x(0) = 1.9e-3,
y(O)= .206, z(0)= 1.5e-6], [x(0) = 2.9e-3, y(O)= .202, z(0)= 1.5e-6]], stepsize = le-15,
x = 0..10, y=-O..10, z= 0..10, color = [blue, red, cyan]);
Figure 4 (?P2 VS. 43)
restart; with(DEtools): with(plots):
aO:= le-4: al:= 20: a2:= .62: a3:= .002: a4:= 96: a5:= .032: a6:= 96: a7:= .032:
a8:= .0012: a9 := .072: bO := le-4: bi := 15: b2 := .002: b3 := .013: b4 := .29: b5 := leO:
11:= 1: 12 := 4.0808e-9: 13 := 2.88e-6:
ODEsys :=
diff(x(t), t) = -aO- z(t) - al - x(t) - a2 . x(t) 2 + y(t) - (a3 + a4 . x(t) + a5 . 12 . X(t)2
diff(y(t), t) = -bO - z(t) + bi - x(t) + b2- x(t)2 - y(t) - (b3 + b4 - x(t) - b5 . 13 - x(t)2
diff(z(t), t) = 11 . z(t) - Z(t)2
DEplot(ODEsys, {x(t), y(t)}, t = 0..10, [[x(0) = 1.9e-3, y(O) = .202, z(0) = 1.5e-6]],
stepsize = le-15, x = 0..1, y = -0..1, z = 0..1, color = [red]);
Figure 5 (01 vs. 02 VS. 3)
restart; with(DEtools): with(plots):
aO:= le-4: al:= 20: a2:= .62: a3:= .002: a4:= 96: a5:= .032: a6:= 96: a7:= .032:
a8:= .0012: a9 := .072: bO := le-4: b := 15: b2 := .002: b3 := .013: b4 := .29: b5 := le1O:
11:= 1: 12 := 4.0808e-9: 13 := 2.88e-6:
ODEsys :=
diff(x(t), t) = -a0 z(t) - al - x(t) - a2 . x(t)2 + y(t) - (a3 + a4 - x(t) + a5 . 12 . X(t)2
diff(y(t), t) = -bO- z(t) + bl - x(t) + b2- X(t)2 - y(t) . (b3 + b4 -x(t) - b5 - 13 . X(t)2)
diff(z(t), t) = 11 . z(t) - Z(t)2
DEplot3d(ODEsys, {x(t), y(t), z(t)}, t = 0..10, [[x(0) = 1.9e-3, y(O) = .202, z(0) = 1.5e-6], [x(0) =
1.9e-3, y(O) = .206, z(0) = 1.5e-6], [x(0) = 2.9e-3, y(O) = .202, z(0) = 1.5e-6]],
stepsize = le-15, x = 0..1, y = -0..1, z = 0..1, color = [blue, red, cyan]);
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Figure 7 ('02 VS. T , ')3 VS. r)
restart; with(DEtools): with(plots):
aO:= le-4: al:= 20: a2:= .62: a3:= .002: a4:= 96: a5:= .032: a6:= 96: a7:= .032:
a8:= .0012: a9 := .072: bO le-4: bl := 15: b2 := .002: b3 : .013: b4 : .29: b5 := leO:
11:= 1: 12 4.0808e-9: 13 := 2.88e-6:
ODEsys :=
diff(x(t), t) -a0 -z(t) - al -x(t) - a2 _ x(t)2 + y(t) - (a3 + a4 - x(t) + a5 .12 _ X(t)2),
diff(y(t), t) = -bO - z(t) + bl -x(t) + b2 -x(t)2 y(t) - (b3 + b4 -x(t) - b5 .13 _ x(t)2)
diff(z(t), t) = .- z(t) - Z(t)2
DEplot(ODEsys, {x(t), t}, t=0..4, [[x(0) = le-12, y(O)= le-7, z(0)= le-6], [x(0) = le-12,
y(O)= 1.5e-7, z(0)= le-6], [x(0) = le-12, y(O)= le-7, z(0)= 1.5e-6]], stepsize= le-15,
x = 0..1, y=-O..l, z= 0..1, color = [blue, red, cyan]);
DEplot(ODEsys, {y(t), t}, t=0..4, [[x(0) = le-12, y(O)= le-7, z(0)= le-6], [x(0) = le-12,
y(O)= 1.5e-7, z(0)= le-6], [x(0) = le-12, y(O)= le-7, z(0)= 1.5e-6]], stepsize = le-15,
x = 0..1, y=-O..l, z= 0..1, color = [blue, red, cyan]);
Figure 8 (pvH s k Hb VS. T)
restart; with(DEtools): with(plots):
a0:= le-4: al:= 20: a2:= .62: a3:= .002: a4:= 96: a5:= .032: a6:= 96: a7:= .032:
a8:= .0012: a9 := .072: bO := le-4: b := 15: b2 := .002: b3 := .013: b4 := .29: b5 := leO:
11:= 1: 12 := 4.0808e-9: 13 := 2.88e-6: p* := 3906.3: k*:= 44:
ODEsys := [
diff(x(t),t) = -a0-z(t)--al x(t)-a2-x(t)2+y(t). a3 + a4 -x(t) + a5 -.12 -
_* .
_ 2
diff(y(t),t) = -b0-z(t)+b1-x(t)+b2-x(t)2-y(t).(b3 + b4 -x(t) - b5 -13 - (p* (kHb(t) 2)
diff(z(t), t) = 11 . z(t) - Z(t)2]
DEplot(ODEsys, {p50(t), t}, t=0..5.2e5, [[x(0) = le-12, y(O)= le-7, z(0)= le-6]], stepsize=
le-15, x = 0..1, y=-O..l, z= 0..1, color = [blue]);
DEplot(ODEsys, {kHb(t), t}, t=0..5.2e5, [[x(0) = le-12, y(O)= le-7, z(0)= le-6]], stepsize
= le-15, x = 0..1, y=-O..l, z= 0..1, color = [red]);
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